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Chronology of Takuji Yamashita


1885.6.6  Graduate, Primary Course, Ishitetsu Primary School.

1886.2.12 Grade 6 of Secondary Course, Ishitetsu Primary School

1886.7.16 Grade 5 of Secondary Course, Kamiyama Primary School

1887.3.24 Grade 4 of Secondary Course, Kamiyama Primary School

1887.5.1 Student at Yawatahama Secondary School

1890.5.21 Graduate, Yawatahama Secondary School

1892.4.30 Finishes at Uwajima Meirinka School (private High School)

1893.6.9 Handwritten Will before departure to the United States

1896 Student at Tacoma High School

1900 Student at University of Washington

1902.5 Receives naturalization papers from the Pierce County Superior Court. Passes the state examination for the bar

1902.6.19 Graduates from School of Law, University of Washington

1902.8.21 Marries Ito Nakagawa (born on May 24, 1881 at Mottoigi, Uwajima, Ehime prefecture, Japan. Nakagawa family ran grain trade business.)

1902.10.22 Supreme Court of Washington rejects Takuji’s petition for admission to the bar and voids his naturalization certificate

1902 Lodging House Manager (till 1904?), Restaurant Manager (till 1914?) in Seattle

1905.8(12.31?) Son Minoru born in the United States or in Japan?

1906.11.28 Daughter Haruko born in Japan

1908.9.29 Daughter Aya born in Seattle

1910.2.21 Daughter Masa(Martha) born in Seattle

1911.8.15 Son Joe born in Seattle

1914 Moves to Bremerton

1915 Togo Hotel Manager in Bremerton

1915.2.19 Son Joe dies

1917.2.14 Son George born in Bremerton

1921.4.24 Minoru dies at Hospital in Riverton, King Co.

1922 Failure of appeal to the Alien Land Law at the United States Supreme Court

1923 Rainier Hotel Manager in Bremerton

1925.6.1 George dies

1926.12.8 Aya dies
1927.2  Returns to Japan with Ito and Masa because of father Urakichi’s critical illness
1927.2.26  Takuji’s father dies at age 78 years
1927.6.6  Re-immigrates to the United States
1920  1930s Proprietor of People’s Cafe in Bremerton, runs Oyster business in Silverdale
1942.7.24  Interned at Tule Lake in California with Mr. & Mrs. Masa Yamashita-Nakao
1942.9.6  Transferred to Manzanar with Mr. & Mrs. Masa Yamashita-Nakao
1943.2.26  Transferred to Minidoka in Idaho with Mr. & Mrs. Masa Yamashita-Nakao
1945.5.17  Departs from Minidoka to Seattle with Ito, and then lives in Seattle
1957.6.21  Daughter Masa dies
1957.7.27  Departs from Seattle to return to Japan with Ito
1957.7.30  Arrives at Tokyo by Airplane and then lives with daughter Haruko Yamashita-Imaizumi’s family in Mukainada, Yawatahama, Ehime prefecture
1959.3.18  dies in Mukainada, Yawatahama at age 84 years and 5 months
1969.10.23  Ito dies in Mukainada, Yawatahama at age 88 years and 5 months

Biography of Takuji Yamashita

Yamashita family
Takuji Yamashita was born at 859 Mukainada, Yanozaki-village, Nishi-uwa-county, Ehime prefecture, Japan (now Yawatahama-city, Ehime), on October 25, 1874. His father was Urakichi Yamashita [1848-1927] and his mother was Hisa Yamashita. Urakichi was said to be engaged in producing dry seafood and running seafood business around between 1880s and 1910s. For a time, he went to Korea Peninsula for his business and became prosperous. Takuji was the second son of Urakichi. According to Koseki (the census register), Takuji’s elder brother Jirousaku (renamed to Urakichi jr. in 1924) and his wife Tsuruyo immigrated to the United States in 1920s. Although the date of immigration is unknown, Urakichi jr. died at 916 Dearbon St., Seattle on December 9, 1934 and Tsuruyo died at Valley Hospital, Puyallup, Pierce Co., WA on August 6, 1928. Their son Sadakatsu Yamashita also stayed in 1920s and 1930s in Seattle.

Takuji’s marriage
The census register shows that Takuji reported his marriage with Ito Nakagawa on August 21, 1902 at Yanozaki-village office. Ito Nakagawa was born at Mottoigi, Uwajima, Ehime prefecture, on May 24, 1881. She was the first daughter of Shikatarou Nakagawa and Ofuyo Nakagawa. As the Nakagawa was a very wealthy grain trade merchant family, Ito’s father and her elder brother Shikatarou Jr. were said to financially support her when she immigrated and went back and forth for a few times in 1900s.

Takuji’s education
In 1881 Ehime prefectural Government enacted Regulation for Primary Education in Ehime. Under this regulation, Takuji Yamashita began to study at Primary School in 1882 when he was 7 years old. As in 1887 Japanese Government enacted the ordinances for School Education, Takuji transferred to the first school year of Yawatahama Secondary School and finished at age 16 years and 8 months, in 1891. Takuji had received primary and secondary education in transition of Japanese modernization. His records of Yawatahama Secondary School in 1890 and 1891 show us that he learned not only reading, writing, calligraphy, mathematics, geography, history, science, painting, physics, music, morals, but also English. He always got excellent marks at every course, especially mathematics and science. He continued to study at Uwajima Meirinkan School in Ehime prefecture and finished at age 17 years, 7 months in 1892. Uwajima Meirinkan School was established in 1891 as a kind of private high school with educational tradition since 1784 of Edo era. As the date of handwritten will is June 9, 1893, he was supposed to depart to the United States in 1893. Although the Yamashita-Imaizumi family has no details about his circumstances of that time, according to handwritten will, it is sure that his adventurous ambition was one of strong motivation to go abroad.

After he arrived at the United States, he stayed in Tacoma for about six years. He studied at Tacoma High School and finished it in 1900. He moved to Seattle and attended School of Law, University of Washington from 1900 to 1902. When he graduated from University of Washington, Bachelor of Law was conferred to him on June 19, 1902.

Takuji’s life before World War II
Although Takuji received the naturalization paper from the Pierce County Superior Court and passed the state examination for the bar in May 1902, the Supreme Court of Washington rejected Takuji’s petition for admission to the bar and voided his naturalization certificate on October 22, 1902. He kept his legal fighting on trial for twenty years till his failure of appeal to the Alien Land Law at the United States Supreme Court in 1922.

He worked for his family as lodging house manager until 1904, and then restaurant manager in Seattle until 1914. He moved to Bremerton to operate his new business. In Bremerton, at first he became Togo Hotel manager, and also Rainier Hotel manager, and then a proprietor of People’s Cafe. He ran an oyster business around Silverdale in the 1920s and 1930s.

Takuji and Ito had six children as follows;

- Minoru (male)  1905.12.31 - 1921.4.24
- Haruko (female)  1906.11.28 - 1996.6.19
- Aya (female)  1908.9.29 - 1926.12.8
- Masa[Martha](female)  1910.2.21 - 1957.6.21
- Joe (male)  1911.8.15 - 1915.2.19
- George (male)  1917.2.14 - 1925.6.1
According to the census register, first son Minoru and first daughter Haruko were born in Yawatahama (Takuji’s original house), but it is uncertain whether Minoru might have been born in Japan or in the United States. Haruko was the only child who was raised in Japan. She was said to be born and raised at Ito Nakagawa’s family until the age of three; then she grew up with Takuji’s father Urakichi Yamashita in Yawatahama. She was expected to go to the United States after her graduation from Secondary School, but Haruko got married to Ichimatsu Imaizumi in Yawatahama in 1926. She never went to the United States.

The other children Aya, Masa and Joe were born in Seattle. George was born in Bremerton. Takuji lost four children because of illness. Minoru died at the hospital in Riverton, King County, Washington. Joe, Aya and George died in Bremerton. Takuji returned to Japan temporarily a few times. It is certain that Takuji went home with Ito and Masa when his father Urakichi passed away on February 26, 1927. They stayed in Japan till May, 1927 and returned to Seattle on June 6, 1927.

Takuji’s life during and after World War II

Takuji and Ito were evacuated to an interment camp during World War II. Before their evacuation, they disposed of all their properties and even Ito’s diary which she had written since her arrival in the United States.

They were interned at Tule Lake in California on July 24th, 1942. They moved to Manzaner on September 6, 1942. Then they transferred to Minidoka, Idaho on February 26, 1943. They spent all their interned life with their daughter Masa Yamashita-Nakao and her husband, Yonezo Nakao. Takuji and Ito left Minidoka on May 17, 1945. After World War II, Takuji and Ito lived in Seattle with their daughter Mr. & Mrs. Masa Yamashita-Nakao. Takuji and Ito were devout Christians and active members of Japanese Baptist Church that is at 160 Broadway Ave., Seattle.

As Masa died after a long illness on June 21, 1957, Takuji and Ito decided to go back to Japan to live with their daughter Haruko’s family. Haruko was the only child alive and lived at the original place where Takuji was born. Takuji and Ito left Seattle on July 27, 1957 and arrived at Tokyo on July 30 1957 by airplane. They lived peacefully until Takuji died on March 18, 1959, and Ito died on October 23, 1969.

They are buried together at one of the Yamashita family graves which is a ten-minute-walk from Takuji’s original house, Mukainada, Yawatahama-city.

Nine children and twenty grandchildren of Haruko who were born in Japan are descendants of Takuji Yamashita.
Microfilm Inventory / Guide

Takuji Yamashita Photo Collection consists of four series:
1) Photo collection, including five photo albums and 31 individual photographs,
2) Certificates and Records of Schools,
3) Handwritten Will by Takuji Yamashita,
4) Passport of Mr. & Mrs. Takuji Yamashita issued on May 5, 1927 by Japanese Government.

Passport and the photo collection, except 4 photos, were brought back by Takuji Yamashita from Seattle to Yawatahama, Japan in July, 1957. After his death on March 18, 1959, these were kept by his daughter Haruko Yamashita-Imaizumi at their house where Takuji was born and died.

Haruko also had kept the Handwritten Will and School Certificates and Records there. After she died in June, 1996, her first son Masahiro Imaizumi who lives at this house in Yawatahama kept four albums, Certificates and records of Schools, and Passport. Her second son Takuji Yamashita jr. who is a formal descendant of Takuji Yamashita, kept one album and the handwritten will at his house in Fujisawa-city, Kanagawa prefecture. Four photographs were taken in Japan after Takuji’s final homecoming to Japan. Three of four photos were taken by Kihachirou Kobayashi (Takuji’s first granddaughter Mitsuko’s husband), when Takuji and Ito arrived at Tokyo International Airport on July 30, 1957 and at Tokyo Station on August 1, 1957. One photo was taken in winter 1957 or 1958 at Takuji’s room in his house where he lived after he returned from Seattle. These photographs are held by Tazuko Kobayashi in Tokyo.

In total, Photo Collection includes 881 photographs; Album A has 58 photos, Album B has 76, Album C has 425, Album D has 115, Album E has 176 and 31 photos.

The passport was issued by the Japanese Government on May 5, 1927. This passport was for both of Takuji and Ito Yamashita to re-immigrate to the United States after his trip for the funeral of Takuji’s father Urakichi Yamashita who passed away on February 26, 1927. This passport has three kinds of stamps; 1) Immigration Visa for Takuji and Ito issued by American Consulate at Kobe, Japan on May 18, 1927; 2) Admission to immigrate at Seattle on June 6, 1927; 3) Returning to Japan on July 30, 1957.

Takuji Yamashita also brought back the book named Minidoka Interlude, and his Certificate of Degree, Bachelor of Law conferred by University of Washington on June 19, 1902, but these are omitted from this microfilm.
Microfilm Inventory

Photo Collection

Album A Frame 12-67
Album B Frame 68-145
Album C Frame 146-248
Album D Frame 249-288
Album E Frame 289-347

27 pieces of photographs taken in the United States
4 pieces of photographs taken in Japan

Certificates and Records of Schools

Fifteen certificates of Schools Frame 380-395

1. Grade 6 of Primary Course at Ishitetsu Primary School, on December 1, 1882
2. Grade 5 of Primary Course at Ishitetsu Primary School, on July 18, 1883
3. Grade 4 of Primary Course at Ishitetsu Primary School, on December 20, 1883
4. Grade 3 of Primary Course at Ishitetsu Primary School, on April 18, 1884
5. Grade 2 of Primary Course at Ishitetsu Primary School, on December 25, 1884
6. Grade 1 of Primary Course at Ishitetsu Primary School, on June 6, 1885
7. Grade 6 of Secondary Course at Ishitetsu Primary School, on February 12, 1886
8. Grade 5 of Secondary Course at Kamiyama Primary School, on July 16, 1886
9. Grade 4 of Secondary Course at Kamiyama Primary School, on March 24, 1887
10. Certificate of transferring from Grade 3 of Secondary Course at Kamiyama Primary School to First School Year at Yawatahama Secondary School, on May 1, 1887
11. First School Year at Yawatahama Secondary School, on July 28, 1888
12. Second School Year at Yawatahama Secondary School, on July 30, 1889
13. Third School Year at Yawatahama Secondary School, on June 30, 1890
14. Graduate from Yawatahama Secondary School, on May 31, 1891
15. Complete of Course at Uwajima Meirinkan School, on April 30, 1892

Eight Awards for his good evaluations Frame 396-403

1. Honour prize for his excellent marks at a graduation examination of Ishitetsu Primary School, on June 6, 1885
2. Third prize for his good school studies at Ishitetsu Primary School, on December 25, 1885
3. Second prize for his good marks at an annual examination of Yawatahama Secondary School, on July 28, 1888
4. Third prize for his good marks at an annual examination of Yawatahama Secondary School, on July 30, 1889
5. Honour prize for his excellent marks at an annual examination of Yawatahama Secondary School, on June 30, 1890
6. Honour prize for his excellent marks at an extra examination of Yawatahama Secondary School, on February 26, 1891
7. Honour prize for his excellent marks at an extra examination of Yawatahama Secondary School, on April 27, 1891
8. Second prize for his good school studies at Uwajima Meirinkan School, on April 30, 1892

Two School records at Secondary School Frame 404-408
1. School Record at Third year of Yawatahama Secondary School, issued on June 30, 1890
2. School Record at Fourth year of Yawatahama Secondary School, issued on May 31, 1891

Handwritten Will Frame 409-410
Takuji Yamashita wrote the Will before his first departure to the United States on June 9, 1893.

Passport Frame 411-421
Issued by Japanese Government on May 5, 1927
Identifications for Photos

Album A  Reel 1, frame 12-67

A-1  [from right] Takuji Yamashita, Ito Yamashita with her baby
A-4  <photo at middle> Takuji Yamashita (just before first departure from Japan to United States?), <photo at right> Kiyoshi Nakagawa (Ito’s younger brother) with Haruko Yamashita (Takuji’s first daughter)
A-5  <photo middle> Ito Yamashita (just before first departure from Japan to United States?)
A-7  [from left] Takuji Yamashita, Masa Yamashita (3yr.&5mo), Ito Yamashita, Aya Yamashita (age 4 yr. &10mo.), Minoru Yamashita (7yr.&11mo.), and unknown male and girl, July, 1913
A-9  Minoru Yamashita
A-10  Masa Yamashita
A-11  [from left] Aya Yamashita, Masa Yamashita
A-13  Aya Yamashita
A-14  [from left] Aya Yamashita, Minoru Yamashita, Masa Yamashita
A-18  Minoru Yamashita, July 1913
A-23  [left] Ito Yamashita with baby (probably Minoru Yamashita), Takuji Yamashita
A-25  Aya Yamashita, July 1913
A-28  [from left] Aya Yamashita, Masa Yamashita
A-34  Haruko Yamashita
A-37  [middle] Masa Yamashita

Album B  Reel 1, frame 68-145

B-1  Kaichi Mochizuki at Panama, December 20, 1916
B-5  [right] Shikatarou Nakagawa (Ito Yamashita’s elder brother, lives in Uwajima)
B-6  Shikatarou Nakagawa
B-11  [left] Yasokichi Yonago, [right] Mori Yonago (Mr. & Mrs. Takuji Yamashita’s friends)
B-14  [behind from left] Nanny, Miss. Teraoka (lives in neighborhood), Ichimatsu Imaizumi (Haruko’s husband), Haruko Yamashita-Imaizumi (Takuji’s first daughter), [Haruko’s children, from front left] Yoshiko, Hiroko, Mitsuko, Takuji jr., Masahiro, 1934
B-15  [left behind] Ichimatsu Imaizumi, [right behind] Haruko Yamashita-Imaizumi, [front from left] Takuji’s granddaughter; Mitsuko, Yoshiko
B-16  [second from left] Haruko Yamashita, [third from left], Ofuyo Nakagawa (Ito Yamashita’s mother)
B-17  [from left] Masa Yamashita, Ito Yamashita, Haruko Yamashita-Imaizumi, Ichimatsu Imaizumi, Kiyoshi Nakagawa (Ito’s younger brother), [front from left] unknown boy, Ofuyo Nakagawa, Takuji Yamashita in Mukainada, Yawatahama, Japan, 1927
B-20  [left] Nobuko Nakagawa (Shikatarou’s granddaughter), [right] Shikatarou Nakagawa (Ito Yamashita’s elder brother),
B-26  Above & below; [from left] Ichimatsu Imaizumi, Takuji Yamashita, Ofuyo Nakagawa (Ito’s mother), Ito Nakagawa, Masa Yamashita, Haruko Yamashita-Imaizumi, at Mukainada, Yawatahama, Japan, 1927
B-27  Ofuyo Nakagawa (Ito’s Mother)
B-28  Below; [from left] Ichimatsu Imaizumi, Takuji Yamashita, Ofuyo Nakagawa, Ito Yamashita, Masa Yamashita at Mukainada, Yawatahama, Japan, 1927
B-31  Shikatarou Nakagawa (Ito’s elder brother)
B-32  Mr. & Mrs. Takuji and Ito Yamashita
B-33  Masa Yamashita, 1927
B-34  Masa Yamashita, 1927
B-40  [left] Aya Yamashita
B-42  [right] Mr. Ichimatsu Imaizumi and his children; [from right] Mitsuko, Yoshiko, Masahiro in Beppu, Oita prefecture taken during their trip
B-44  [behind left] Mr. Shikatarou Nakagawa, Takuji Yamashita, Kiyoshi Nakagawa, [middle] Otada Nakagawa (Shikatarou’s wife), [front from left] Ito Yamashita, Unknown boy, Ofuyo Nakagawa, unknown female with baby, Masa Yamashita, unknown male at garden of Nakagawa’s house in Uwajima, Japan 1927
B-49  [middle at front line] Aya Yamashita
B-50  [right at fourth line from front] Minoru Yamashita
B-53  [behind from right] Yasokichi Yonago, Mori Yonago
B-54  [behind] Mr. Chiyoji Nakagawa (Shikatarou Nakagawa’s daughter’s husband), [front from right] Otada Nakagawa (Shikatarou Nakagawa’s wife), Nobuko
Nakagawa (Chiyoji’s daughter), Chiyoji’s wife at garden of Nakagawa’s house in Uwajima

B-55  [second from left] Takuji Yamashita, Minoru Yamashita
B-56  [from left] Mr. & Mrs. Yasokichi Yonago & Mori Yonago [right] Masa Yamashita
B-57  [right] Masa Yamashita
B-58  [second from left] Masa Yamashita
B-59  [from right] Mori Yonago, Masa Yamashita
B-60  [from left] Ito Yamashita, Masa Yamashita, [second from right] Takuji Yamashita
B-61  [from left] Ito Yamashita, Masa Yamashita, [right] Takuji Yamashita
B-63  [left] Takuji Yamashita
B-64  [left] Takuji Yamashita
B-65  Shikatarou Nakagawa (Ito’s elder brother)
B-68  [right] Mori Yonago

Album C  Reel 1, frame 146-248
C-9  [photo left] [third from left on front] Masa Yamashita
C-16  [photo left] Masa Yamashita
C-18  [sixth from front left] Masa Yamashita
C-19  [third from front left] Masa Yamashita
C-28  [photo right] Aya Yamashita, 1924
C-33  [photo right] Takuji Yamashita
C-35  [photo above left] [from left] Ito Yamashita, Masa Yamashita, Mori Yonago on a temporary returning trip to Japan, February 27, 1927
C-38  [photo left] Takuji Yamashita
C-39  [photo above left] [second from left] Masa Yamashita, Aya Yamashita
C-40  [photo left] Masa Yamashita
C-46  [photo above left] [right] Ito Yamashita, 1927
C-48  [photo middle] [left] Masa Yamashita, [photo right] [front right] Masa Yamashita
C-51  [photo above left] [left] Masa Yamashita, 1925 [photo below left] [right] Aya Yamashita, 1925
C-53  <photo below> [first from left] Masa Yamashita & George Yamashita at Kitsap Lake, 1924 second; George Yamashita & Ito Yamashita, 1924 third; Masa Yamashita, 1925 fourth; George Yamashita at Kitsap Lake, 1924

C-54  <photo middle> George Yamashita at Kitsap Lake, 1924

C-57  <photo left> Ito Yamashita, 1925

C-60  <photo below middle & right> Mori Yonago

C-61  <photo above left> Minoru Yamashita riding on pony <photo above right> Yamashita family, July 1925; [from left] Aya, Ito, Masa, Takuji <photo below left> Masa & Ito at Oyster Bay, August 1925 <photo below middle> Aya Yamashita, August 1925

C-63  <photo left> [right] Takuji Yamashita at Togo Hotel

C-67  [second from front left] Masa Yamashita

C-71  [middle behind] Minoru Yamashita

C-72  [third from right on second line] Aya Yamashita

C-73  <photo above second from left> Takuji, Ito, Masa at Point Defiance Park, September 6, 1925

C-74  <photo above left> Ito, Masa, Takuji at Gig Harbor, September 6, 1925 <photo above right> Ito & Aya at Point Defiance Park, September 6, 1925 <photo below left> Aya & Masa at Manette, September, 1925

C-75  <photo above right> Masa Yamashita, Mori Yonago

C-76  <photo middle> Takuji Yamashita at People’s Cafe

C-82  <photo right> Masa Yamashita, 1926

C-84  <photo above right> [front left] Masa Yamashita

C-86  Yamashita Family, 1926; Ito, Aya, Takuji, Masa

C-88  <photo above left> Ofuyo Nakagawa (Ito’s mother) at Uwajima, 1927

C-89  <photo left> [from left] Masa, Ito 1926 <photo below right> Takuji Yamashita in Japan, 1927

C-91  <photo above right> Departing for a temporary returning trip to Japan, February 27, 1927; [second from left] Masa Yamashita

C-96  <photo below left> Masa Yamashita with unknown boy in front of People’s Cafe

C-98  <photo left> Masa Yamashita in front of People’s Cafe

C-99  <photo left> Aya Yamashita, 1926

C-101 <photo above left> Haruko Yamashita-Imaizumi in front of Grave of Takuji & Ito Yamashita

Album D  Frame 249-288

D-2  <photo left> [fifth from left] Takuji Yamashita

D-4  [second to fourth from front right] Takuji, Ito, Masa probably Aya Yamashita Funeral Service, December, 1926

D-5  [seventh and eighth from left] Ito & Takuji Yamashita

D-6  [second from middle behind Casket] Takuji Yamashita

D-12 <photo below right> [left] Takuji Yamashita
D-17 <photo above middle> [third from left] Masa Yamashita <photo above right> Masa Yamashita, Yonezo Nakao (Masa’s husband) at wedding
D-18 <photo above left> Masa Yamashita
D-20 <photo above left> [fifth from left] Yonezo Nakao, Yasokichi Yonago, Masa Yamashita, unknown female, Ito Yamashita, Takuji Yamashita at wedding
D-29 [left on front line] Takuji Yamashita in front of Japanese Baptist Church in Seattle
D-35 Wedding ceremony of Yoshie Nakagawa (Ito’s niece)
D-37 <photo left> Shikatarou Nakagawa (Ito’s elder brother) <photo middle> Takuji Yamashita
D-38 <photo above left> Minoru & Ito Yamashita <photo above middle> Ofuyo Nakagawa (Ito’s mother) <photo above right> baby; Haruko Yamashita, <photo below left> Shikatarou Nakagawa’s house in Uwajima; [left] Shikatarou Nakagawa, <photo below middle> Otada Nakagawa (Shikatarou Nakagawa’s wife), <photo below right> Haruko Yamashita

Album E Frame 289-347
E-1 <photo left> Masa Yamashita
E-2 <photo above middle> [from left] Ito Yamashita, Masa Yamashita
E-5 <photo left> Masa Yamashita
E-9 <photo above left> [left] Masa Yamashita
E-10 <photo left> Masa <photo above middle> Masa Yamashita, Mori Yonago
E-12 <photo left> [left] Ito Yamashita, [second from right] Takuji Yamashita
E-14 <photo middle> Masa Yamashita
E-15 <photo above left> [middle] Masa Yamashita
E-17 Baseball team in August 4, 1929; [second from behind right] Yonezo Nakao (Masa’s husband)
E-32 <photo right> Masa Yamashita
E-37 <photo right> Ofuyo Nakagawa (Ito’s mother)
E-41 <photo right> Masa Yamashita
E-43 <photo above> Yonezo Nakao & Masa Yamashita-Nakao
E-44 <photo left> [back left] Yonezo Nakao [second from behind right] Masa Yamashita-Nakao
E-45 <photo right> [right] Masa
E-47 <photo right> Aya Yamashita
E-55 <photo right> Masa Yamashita at Nakagawa’s house, Uwajima, 1927
E-56 <photo left> Mori Yonago
E-57 <photo left> [second from behind left] Ito Yamashita, [second from behind right] Takuji Yamashita
E-58  <photo left> [third from behind left] Ito Yamashita, [second from behind right] Takuji Yamashita <photo right> Masa Yamashita-Nakao

Photos taken in the United States  Frame 348-378
3  [left to right] Takuji, Masa, Ito, Aya, Minoru, Unknown male, unknown girl in July, 1913
5  [left to right] Ito, Aya, Takuji, Masa in 1926
6  [left to right] Masa, Ito, Takuji, Mori Yonago, Yasokichi Yonago
7  [first row from left] Makie Kushi, Masa Yamashita, Kazuko Nakaseko, [second row from left] Mori Yonago, Yasokichi Yonago
8  [tenth from left] Ito, [twelfth from left] Takuji on May 30, 1946
9  on August 31, 1948
10  on February 20, 1949
12  [from left fifth and sixth] Takuji, Ito on April 8, 1951
13  on July 20, 1952
14  in front of Japanese Baptist Church at 160 Broadway Av., Seattle
15  [first row, second from left] Takuji
16  [fourth from left] Takuji
17  Takuji in 1950s
18  on June 16, 1930
20  in December, 1930
21  on December 18, 1945
22  in front of Japanese Baptist Church in Seattle at Sixty Anniversary Assembly on May 17, 1959
23  Party for Sixty Anniversary celebration of Japanese Baptist Church on May 22, 1959

Photos taken in Japan  Frame 379
1  [from left] Ichimatsu Imaizumi (Haruko’s husband), Naoto Kobayashi & Tazuko Kobayashi (Takuji’s great-grandchildren), Mitsuko Imaizumi-Kobayashi (Takuji’s granddaughter), Haruko Yamashita-Imaizumi (Takuji’s daughter) at Tokyo International Airport, on July 30, 1957, waiting for Takuji and Ito’s coming back. Taken by Kihachirou Kobayashi.
2  Arrival of Aircraft which Takuji and Ito were on board at Tokyo International Airport on July 30, 1957. Taken by Kihachirou Kobayashi.
3  Takuji, Ito and her daughter Haruko, leaving Tokyo for their home at Tokyo Station on August 1, 1957, saying good-bye to granddaughter Mitsuko and great-granddaughter Tazuko. Taken by Kihachirou Kobayashi.
4  Takuji and Ito at their home, Yawatahama, in winter 1957 or 1958.